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Keyboard Supports and Mechanisms 

computer support tools



Offices can promote healthy posture and reduce desk clutter  
with keyboard platforms. Give employees more control over 
their environment while avoiding poor posture and strained  
wrists in the process.
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Keyboard 
Supports

Platform Options

Mechanism Options

19” Platform

As workstations get smaller, the need to have more 
tools in a smaller proximity is key. The 19” Platform 
puts everything you need – keyboard, mouse, cabling 
– right at hand. This platform is made of 100% recycled 
Kraft paper content.

26” Platform

Both productivity and overall worker health can be 
affected by an improperly aligned keyboard. The 26” 
Platform is easily mounted and configurable to meet 
every need. This platform is made of 100% recycled 
Kraft paper content.

Jules

This platform is designed for the computer-intensive 
user, with features like an ambidextrous mousing 
surface for left- or right-handed users and a 2”  
thick palm rest that covers the entire front edge  
of the platform.

FrameOne Platform

This platform is meant for FrameOne and other shallow 
worksurfaces. It’s compact footprint and swiveling 
mousing surface allows it to be easily stowed under  
a FrameOne worksurface over 24” deep. This platform 
is a must-have ergonomic add-on for shallower fixed-
height applications.

Stella Mechanism

Stella provides flexibility and a smooth user experience 
that other keyboard mechanisms simply can’t match. 
Stella is crafted using aircraft quality materials to create 
a platform that’s as sturdy as it is flexible.

Lift & Lock Mechanism

Lift & Lock Mechanism lets you position your keyboard 
in the most comfortable, easy to use position. 7” Lift & 
Lock provides added range, and is recommended for 
corner applications.
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STATEMENT OF LINE

SURFACE MATERIALS

19” Platform

Stella Mechanism

Jules Platform

7” Lift & Lock  
Mechanism

Colors are representative and may vary slightly 
from actual material.

26” Platform

5” Lift & Lock  
Mechanism

FrameOne Platform

11”, 17”, 20”, 23”  
Track

KEYBOARD PLATFORMS

MECHANISMS

TRACKS

Call 800.333.9939 or visit Steelcase.com/products/keyboard-platforms-mechanisms/
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